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Transition to unstructured meshes in high resolution 
climate and global weather modeling

“Lat-lon” structured grid

Icosahedral grid Variable resolution, 
cubed sphere grid

After more than two decades of 
development and evaluation the 
Climate and global weather modeling 
communities are transitioning from 
simple structured grids to more 
complex, but scalable, unstructured 
grids upon which governing equations 
of state are solved. 

These new models are capable of 
operating at kilometer scale (storm 
resolving) resolutions. 

structured lat-lon grid



Challenges for analysis of model outputs

1. No widely used convention for the storage of unstructured grid data
○ Every model saves data (and metadata) differently
○ No common internal (in RAM) data structure either

1. Few analysis tools capable of working directly with unstructured grids data
○ Resampling to structured grids has numerous pitfalls

1. Global storm resolving resolution models generating LOTS of data
○ Further exacerbating problems with limited set of tools that operate directly on unstructured 

meshes

1. Analysis operations that are trivial and efficient on structured data can 
become complex and computationally expensive on unstructured meshes
○ E.g. Efficiently finding the cell containing a point in an unstructured mesh requires an 

acceleration data structure such as a kd-tree



Computational operators

Regridding

Plotting

Project Raijin Goals

Extensible, scalable, open 
source software for analysis on 
unstructured grids 

Sustainably, community owned



Pangeo: A community platform for Big Data geoscience
JupyterHub: platform 
agnostic, interactive access 
from a browser

Globally distributed, 
Analysis Read, Cloud 
Optimized (ARCO) data

Dask: parallel compute 
for Python

Xarray: N-D labeled arrays 
with domain-agnostic 
functions for advanced 
analytics and visualization



Xarray: The Structured Scientific Data Model
What makes it so popular with geoscientists? 

● Convenience:  Select values by label, not integer location
● Popular geoscience I/O backends: NetCDF, GRIB, OpenDap, HDF, Zarr
● Interoperability: works with the scientific Python ecosystem including NumPy, Dask, 

Pandas, and Matplotlib
● Performant: Operators are vectorized, implemented in compiled code, and easily 

parallelized (usually) with Dask
● Ease of use: E.g. overloaded operators, such as plot(), that just “do the right thing”



Core technologies from Pangeo

Data ingest, internal 
representation, 
compatibility

Scalability

Documentation and 
examples

User APIs

Packaging, 
distribution, testing

Versioning, continuous 
integration & deployment, 
collaboration



UXarray: a specialization (class extension) of Xarray that 
supports unstructured grids and is Pangeo compatible



A sampling of UXarray public class methods

Operators inherited as 
is from Xarray (grid 
info not needed!)

Import uxarray as ux
…
ux.argmin()
ux.mean()
ux.where()

Operators 
reimplemented from 
Xarray 

Import uxarray as ux
…
ux.integrate()
ux.to_netcdf()
ux.plot()

New operators added by 
UXarray 

Import uxarray as ux

…
ux.to_geodataframe()
ux.calc_total_face_area()
ux.to_polycollection()

For users already using Xarray,  UXarray should look pretty familiar!



Co-design of UXarray
Using Agile methodologies (iterative development), NCAR coordinates 
efforts of Software Engineers at NCAR, Argonne National Lab, and U.C. 
Davis. 

Science partners at NCAR, U.C. Davis, Penn. State University meet with 
development team monthly (or more frequently)

Science teams’ roles:
● Integration of domain knowledge
● Requirements and prioritization
● Usability
● Verification and validation

SIMA



Building the Raijin community
● Everything on public GitHub
● Open Source (Apache 2.0)
● Build on Pangeo community AND Pangeo 

software stack
● Detailed contributors guide + code of conduct
● Open discussion on all topics (GitHub Issues 

and Discussion forum)
● Socialize major design decisions 
● CI/CD infrastructure 
● Advocacy (conferences, discussion forums, 

events)
● A common programming language understood 

by scientists and software developers: Python



Building the Raijin community

Activity to date:
● 11 external code contributors (347 “commits”)
● 15 participants in API design discussion
● 16 people with feature requests
● DOE and Earthworks partnerships 



Current status
● Functioning internal data model 

(UXarray)
● Public facing website

○ https://raijin.ucar.edu/
● Continuous Integration pipeline
● Detailed contributor’s guide
● Monthly releases on conda
● Comprehensive user 

documentation
● Detailed examples (Jupyter 

Notebooks)

https://anaconda.org/conda-forge/uxarray


Current status
Supported models / file formats:

● UGRID, MPAS, CAM-SE, SCRIP, EXODUS

Grid inspection

Computational operators
● Integration

Plotting
● Graphic primitive generation



Future work
Work in progress

● Derivatives
● Global and zonal means (conservative and non-conservative)
● Integrated plotting

○ E.g. uxarray.plot()

Longer term
● New operators (computational functions)
● Regridding
● ICON support (reader)
● Subsetting Release notes

https://github.com/UXARRAY/uxarray/releases/tag/v2023.06.0






What about scalability?

Interactive visualization of 3.75km 
MPAS data from a laptop

● 83,886,080 nodes
● 41,943,042 cells
● Jupyter Notebook
● Bokeh + Datashader

Data courtesy of Falko Judt, NCAR





Community Geoscience Analysis Tools for 
Unstructured Grids

UXarray for visualization Get involved!

Send us email
projectraijin@googlegroups.com

Start or contribute to a UXarray discussion
https://github.com/UXARRAY/uxarray/discussions

Find out more
https://raijin.ucar.edu
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